Penta Network Security Monitoring
A Penta Consulting Managed Service

Resilient network security is crucial to combat the known and unknown cyber threats.
Penta Network Security Monitoring solution provides you with 100% real-time view of
your entire network infrastructure. Our solution enables you to monitor all devices,
traffic and behaviour, meaning you are alerted to any non-compliant activity on your
network.
As part of our award-winning Managed Services, we build and deliver a complete
solution to ensure you are better defended against Cybersecurity threats.

Support your in house team with an award winning solution
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As soon as a device connects to your network, Penta will detect it within
moments; providing the exact amount of granular information about its
place and function within the network. With accurate data to hand about each
system’s usefulness, age, routing, and criticality, you can make informed
decisions about levels of IT support cover required – without relying on mere
guesswork.
Our software can help you assess which devices need critical, top priority
support and which ones don’t. For example, there’s no need paying for top
level, 4-hour turnaround support for an underused, noncritical switch or
router.
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Penta will identify the criticality of devices across the network, giving a
crystal-clear picture of which devices need urgent break-fix support and
which are less critical
Automated, continuous discovery of network changes, moves, and
additions, resulting in complete, real-time visibility and reporting
We will help you identify obsolete, potentially vulnerable EoL systems in
need of upgrade or replacement
Record traffic routing patterns and bottlenecks, enabling NetOps
technicians to maximise network efficiency and minimise data “black holes”
Penta will provide in-depth, granular details about every networked
device, including OS versions, software installs, running processes, serial
numbers and operating temperatures
Inventories network edge and endpoint hardware, enabling robust
perimeter security and immediate remediation of rogue and shadow IT
Penta security monitoring solutions are easily deployed, cost-effective
network monitoring platform with numerous cost-saving, security, and
efficiency use cases
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